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O  R  D  E  R 
 

26-08-2022    This is an application u/s 439 Cr.P.C. filed by one Sahil 

Islam, seeking bail for accused Md. Sahirul Islam @ Sahil, who was 

arrested in connection with Chariduar PS Case No. 150/22 u/s 

344/294/376/307/324 IPC, corresponding to GR case No. 1777/22  

stating that the ejahar is a concocted one and was lodged after 6 

days from the date of occurrence. The informant filed this case 

against the accused for not marrying her. The informant is already 

a married woman, wife of Ranjan Das and have a 11 years old 

minor daughter. She left her matrimonial house in the month of 

June 2020 and started to reside at her parental house for six 

months. On 19-12-2020 when her husband Ranjan Das physically 

assaulted her she lodged an ejahar against her husband Ranjan 

Das. The informant put tremendous pressure upon the accused to 

marry her and when he refused to marry the informant until 

dissolution of her existing marriage with Ranjan Das, out of grudge 

and to teach a lesion to the accused person, the informant lodged 

this case with false and fabricated allegation. The accused is an 

innocent person. He is a local person with landed property in the 

given address and there is no chance of absconding. He shall abide 

by any terms and conditions, if he is allowed to go on bail.  

   Learned Public Prosecutor objected to the bail prayer 

stating that the accused is a FIR named person. There are 

sufficient evidence against the accused person and he may hamper 

the process of investigation by threatening the witnesses if he is 

allowed to go on bail.      

     



   Having heard the assiduous arguments of learned 

lawyers appearing for both sides and on careful consideration of 

the case diary, it transpires that the case was registered u/s  

344/294/376/307/324 IPC and the investigation is in nascent stage. 

Moreover, accused was arrested on 11-08-2022 and the medical 

report of the victim is yet to be collected by the Investigating 

Officer.  

   Considering the facts and circumstances and the nascent 

stage of investigation, this court is not inclined to grant bail to the 

accused person at this stage.  

   In the result, the bail petition on behalf of accused Md. 

Sahirul Islam @ Sahil is rejected.  

Accordingly, the bail petition stands disposed off.       

                Let the case diary be returned along with a copy of this 

order. 

 

         

       (S. Gogoi) 
            In charge Sessions Judge,  

                          Sonitpur,Tezpur. 


